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De-registration Instituted
For First Time Since 2000
MSU To R e-Institute th e Firm Protocol That W ithdraw s
S tu d e n ts Who Have O utstanding Balances

m ail mcuuiiougn i m e m oniaunun

Above, students stand in line at the Bursar’s office in College Hall. In the spring semester to date, 4,454 stu
dents have an outstanding tuition balance. Starting in the fall, no late payments will be accepted.

Shayna Jacobs
News Editor

Starting this fall, students will
be “de-registered” from classes if
their tuition bills are not paid in
full by their due dates — for most
students before classes begin —
announced Dr. Karen Pennington,
Vice President for Student
Development and Campus Life.
De-registration exists, but not on
as strict a basis as it will be for fall
registration and billing. Pennington
said it is necessary because of the
high frequency of students who do
not pay their tuition bills on time.
The strict system, whereby

no post-due payments will be
accepted, was implemented in the
1980s and was later abolished in
2000 for reasons that could not
be specified by either Pennington
nor Vice President for Finance and
Treasurer Don Cipullo.
Both said that the personnel
involved in the decision to overturn
the policy are no longer associated
with the university. .
Students will be de-registered
from their courses if their bill is not
paid in full by the specified date.
They will have to re-register
for whatever remaining available
courses they chose when their
tuition is paid in full.

“This is a culture shift for
students,” said Pennington. “It’s
important for students to sit down
and think about the . short- and
long- term benefits [of college] and
to realize that the benefits of tak
ing out a loan now [to pay] will far
exceed the costs in the end.”
Students who have a college
degree will make $1 million more
than persons without a degree in
their lifetime, she said.
The- current policy, similar
to the one instituted at William
Paterson and other local universi
ties, allows leniency for late payS EE DE-REGISTRATION’ P. 2

Muslim Students Acknowledge Image
Misconceptions at Open Discussion
Bernadette Marciniak
Arts and Entertainm ent Editor

The
Muslim
Students
Association held an event called
“Islam: Oppression or Liberation”
for their third annual Islam
Awareness Week to explore the
negative perceptions held against
Muslims this past Monday in the
SC Ballrooms.
Siraj Wahaj, Imam of Masjid
Taqwa in New York, was chosen asFeature: 7

the guest speaker to educate audi
ence members about how Islam can
be seen as an oppression, but how it
is also a form of liberation.
. “We have not been the best
examples to show what Islam is
supposed to be,” said Wahaj. “We
need to correct those who are bad
... when we don’t, we send mixed
signals. We. are oppressing our
selves.”
One of Wahaj’s main points was
that non-Muslims who never take
Arts and Entertainment: 12

the time to learn the true meaning
behind Islam depend on Muslim
behavior to shape their beliefs. It is
because of that that the perception
of Muslims is so negative.
Wahaj cited that most negative
perceptions of Muslims come from
language and image media sources
like newspapers and television.
Newman Cathoiic Vied President
Ellen Maulbeck gave insight on this
S E E ‘MSA’ P. 5

Opinion: 17

Keynote speaker Siraj Wahaj, at the MSA discussion, said that more
should be done on behalf of Muslims to project positive perceptions.
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ments and accrues interest-like late fees as
I time passes.
Information provided to Cipullo from the
Bursar indicates that in the current academ
ic year, 4,810 students had an outstanding
balance in the fall term and 4,454 (thus far)
in the spring term.
The outstanding debt in the fall was
almost $15 million and is over $12 million
this semester. These figures are based on
students who owe over $500.
“It’s not fair that some students pay off
their debt and others have an outstand
ing balance and still share the benefits of
registration without having to pay for it [on
time],” said Cipullo.
The unpaid tuition money results in the
university having to incur instruction and
costs of operation* according to Cipullo.
Both Pennington and Cipullo said that an
enrollment decline is not expected to accom
pany the change.
“This is not an unusual practice for uni
versities,” Cipullo said.
Cipullo anticipates it will reduce the num
ber of cases where a collection agency is
employed to retain students’ debt.
“A lot of students are incurring debt with
out any way to pay for it,” said Pennington,
on the reasons for turning to the de-registra
tion policy.
“It’s not fair to the university and to other
students [who pay tuition on time].”
Pennington added that similar policies
are probably common “at most schools in
New Jersey,” and that it’s “normal across the
country.”
In the near future, there will be messages
advertising this information on WESS and
through other campus information media,
said Pennington.
Pennington said MSU will be urging stu

dents to apply for financial aid and to acquire
the necessary loans to avoid deregistration
as a frequent result.
Registrar Denise De Blasio said that a
committee is working on ideas for the “com
munication blasts” that will educate students
that the due dates must be strictly adhered
to.
“Some of the communications will be
things like e-mail blasts from the Bursar’s
Office, the Bursar’s Office having an infor
mational statement on the bills, an informa
tional statement on the Student Accounts

M S U #1 T anning S alon f o r 12 y e a rs

For MSU Students ONLY!!
32 Bulb SuperBed/ 3 Face Tanners

“A lot of students are incurring
debt without any way to pay for it
... It’s not fair to the university and
to other students who [pay tuition
on time].”

Dr. Karen Pennington
Vice President fo r Student Development and
Campus Life

55 East Main Street • Little Falls
section of WESS, etc.,” said De Blasio.
“Students who are dropped from their
courses, but are planning to continue at
MSU, will need to re-register for courses on
a space-available basis,” said De Blasio.
She said to reference “page 11 of Fall
2007 Web Schedule of Courses Book under
‘What Happens If I Do Not Pay By The Due
Date.’ ”
Students who are de-registered will most
likely receive e-mail notification from the
Bursar’s office, said De Blasio.

Located just 5 minutes off
of Clove Road!!

SPRING CAREER FAIR
A pril 1 1th, W e d n esd ay
S tu d e n t C e n te r B a llro o m s

Open to ALL Majorslll
Participating Employers ineluds: Ameriprise Financial, ARC of Essex County, CDS Xerox, The
Children's Place, Deloitte, Hyatt Morristown, Linens N Things, Masterfoods USA, NY Life, Peace Corp,
Plus One Health Management, Progressive Insurance, SRG America, Wakefem Food Corp, and more.

For an up-to-the m inute listing of employers & job opportunities, please visit
www.collegecentral.com/m8ufair411
Professional A ttire Please!!! Bring copies o f your resume,
¿MONTCLAIR STATE UNIVERSITY I A d v a n c e m e n t
Sponsored by The Center for Career Services & Community-Bassd Lsarning
University Advancement - The Center for Career Services & Community-Based Learning
Morehead Hall, Room 337 - 973,655.5194 - www.montelair.edu/eareerserviees
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MSU Campus Calendar
Peak Performance: Twelfth
Night or What You Will, Fox
Studio Theater, 2 p.m.

MSA Islamic Awareness Week:
Jesus Panel, SC Dining Room,
6 p.m.
MONDAY, 2

Peak Performance: Twelfth
Night or What You Will, Fox
Studio Theater, 7:30 p.m.

FRIDAY, 30

A d vertisin g

SGA Notes

O ff-C a m p u s B u s in e s s e s & O rg a n iz a tio n s

SUNDAY, 1

THURSDAY, 29

ASSIST: Charity Ball, SC
Ballrooms, 8 p.m.
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UAASO: Asian Pacific Islander
Month Flag Raising & Display,
SC Flag Pole, 12-3 p.m.

PPjlPWHPjBBB

-SGA yearbook budget
adjustment passed.
-Financial Management
Club charter upgrade
failed.
-WAVES appropriations
passed.
-Omega Psi Phi appro
priation passed.

NAACP: Image Awards, SC
Dining Room, 7 p.m.

MSA Islamic Awareness Week:
Soul Charge, SC Quad, 12-5
p.m.

TUESDAY, 3 •
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SGA Chartered Organizations
M e a s u re m e n ts

Weekend Party, SC Ballrooms,
9 p.m.

HRLDA: Easter Egg Hunt, SC
Quad, 4-7 p.m.

Peak Performance: Twelfth
Night or What You Will, Fox
Studio Theater, 1 p.m.

HSA: Dance-Off, Memorial
Auditorium, 7 p.m.

The Montclarion is a freely
distributed newspaper pro
viding one copy per person.
Additional copies are $0.25
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WEDNESDAY, 28

SATURDAY, 31

Peak Performance: Twelfth
Night or What You Will, Fox
Studio Theater, 7:30 p.m.

DEADLINES: The deadline for all advertisements is MONDAY at 12 NOON of the
week of publication. Ads delivered after deadline are subject to rejection.
The Montclarion reserves all rights, including the right to refuse advertisements due to
innapropriate content All decesions regarding pricing, policy and content are final.

ASSIST & Japan Club: DDR
Tournament, SC Rath, 8 p.m.

For more info, go to www.TheMontClarion.org, or call 973-655-5237
**Color ads are subject to availability, and are sold on a “first-come, first-served basis” .

The Police
Report:
Vandalisms and Thefts Take
Place in Residence Halls
3/20/07 - A student reported key marks
on the hood o f her vehicle w hile parked
in Lot 45.
3/21/07 - An MSU employee reported an
unknown person(s) poured chocolate
syrup o nto a Yamaha Mixing Console
w hile in Memorial Auditorium . 3/21/07 - Student Gabriel Merla was
arrested and charged w ith possession
o f marijuana under 50 grams w hile in'
Williams Hall.
3/21/07 - A student reported a violation o f
tem porary restraining order w hile at the
Clove Road Apartments.
3/21/07 - A student reported th e ft o f her
m otor vehicle from Lot 17. The vehicle
was recovered by MSUPD on March 22,
2007 in Paterson. Charges are pending.
3/22/07 - Student reported unknown
person(s) th re w a television o u t o f a w in 
dow w hile in Freeman Hall.
3/23/07 - Student Thomas Isasi was arrest
ed and charged w ith false public alarm,
criminal mischief and disorderly conduct
fo r discharging a fire extinguisher in Bohn
Hall.
3/24/07 - Student Kenneth McCullough
was arrested and charged w ith driving
w hile intoxicated w hile in McDonald's
parking lot, Rt. 46 east. Little Falls. •
3/24/Q7 - A non-student reported damage
to the Williams Hall fro n t entrance door.

Anyone w ho has inform ation regarding these
incidents is urged to call the police station
from any campus phone at T-l-P-S (8477). All
calls are strictly confidential.

Local News

COMPILED BY DIANA SALAMEH

LAWRENCE - Seventeen young
children on a school bus that
caujght fire on Route 1 Tuesday
morning were uninjured in the
incident and transported to a
day care center on another bus,
officials said.
At around 9:15 a.m., the
driver of a school bus formerly
o w ed by the Stouts Bus Service
noticed smoke coming from the
bus engine as he was approach
ing Trenton from Lawrence on
Route 1 South, just past the exit
for Mulberry Street.
The driver pulled over to the

NEWARK- WilliamF. Owen,
Jr., a University of Tennessee
chancellor, is expected to
be named president of the
University of Medicine and
Dentistry of New Jersey tomor

National News
WASHINGTON, D.C.- Doctors
have removed a small, malig
nant growth from presidential
spokesman Tony Snow’s abdo
men, but they determined the
cancer had spread to his liver,
the White House said Tuesday.
Snow, 51, told reporters
during a Friday briefing that
he was having the growth
removed, but shrugged it off as
a precautionary measure.
“We have found a small
growth in my lower abdomen.
Blood tests are negative [for
cancer]. PET scans are nega
tive,” he said. “But out of an

BLOOMFIELD - On the day
The Sopranos filmed the final
episode in Bloomfield, a halfdozen police officers guarded

the perimeter of sidewalk out
side the shoot. The front window
of Holstein’s Old-Fashioned Ice
Cream Parlor was draped in
black to keep in light for. cam
eras and keep out the prying
eyes of the crowd, which Was
kept behind yellow police tape
across the street.
Take away the production
trucks and trailers, and it looked
like a crime scene, because to
some Italians, the problem with
The Sopranos isn’t that it makes
people think all Italians are in
the mob.

COMPILED BY DIANA SALAMEH

aggressive sense of caution, I’m
going to go in for .surgery on
Monday and have it removed.”
Snow underwent surgery
to have the growth — about
the size of his pinky fingertip
— removed from his pelvic area,
and doctors found that his can
cer had metastasized, or spread,
to his liver, said Snow’s deputy.
BEDFORD, NY. - A group of
Martha Stewart’s neighbors in
suburban New York has moved
a step closer to opposing her
efforts to trademark the name
of her tiny hometown, Katonah.

International News
BAGHDAD, IRAQ - Two car
bombs Tuesday killed at least 50
people in the northern Iraqi city
ofTal Afar.
The explosions targeted mar
kets in the northern and cen
tral parts of the city, the mayor
said.
Mayor Najam Abdulla—who
said another 103 people were
wounded— said the blasts came
within a few minutes of each
other.
Tal Afar, near the Syrian
border in Nineveh province, is

row, three sources familiar with
the selection process said yes
terday.
Currently chancellor of the
University of Tennessee Health
Science Center, Owen would
be leaving to take the helm of
the 5,000-student state medical
school that has been shaken by
a massive fraud and corruption
scandal.

side of the road and, along with
a bus aide, evacuated the 17
children.
The children, who ranged
in age from six months to five
years, had been on their way to
the Mercer County Children’s Medical Daycare center in
Hamilton, officials said.

The
Katonah
Village
Improvement Society voted
on Monday to take whatever
action it deems necessary to
keep Martha Stewart Living
Omnimedia from using the
Katonah n am e. for lines of
homemaking products.
The society’s vote allows the
trademark committee to file
formal opposition to Stewart’s
plans, and it authorized spend-,
ing $200 toward legal costs.
“My personal feeling is that
they are just waiting to see if
we have the stomach to proceed
to any degree,” Bill fisherman,

vice president of the society,
said at its' meeting Monday
night.
PULLMAN, WASH. - A man
was charged with theft and
burglary after police said they
found 93 pounds of women’s
panties, brassieres and other
underwear at his home.
Investigators believe Garth
M. Flaherty, 24, took as many
as 1,500 undergarments from
apartment complex laundry
rooms before he was caught,
police
commander
Chris
Tennant said.

COMPILED BY DIANA SALAMEH

a predominantly Turkmen com
munity with both Sunnis and
Suites.
Farther south in Ramadi, a
suicide bomb was detonated near
a restaurant outside a shopping
area on a main thoroughfare
in the Albu Thaib district, Col.
Tareq al-Thibawi said.
Ten civilians were killed and
25 were wounded, he said.
CUBA - Australian David
Hicks, the first prisoner to face
a new U.S. war crimes tribunal,

unexpectedly pleaded guilty on kangaroo skinner who has been
Monday to a charge of helping held at the Guantanamo Bay
al Qaeda fight. American troops detention center for more than
during the U.S.-led invasion of five years, earlier said he would
defer entering a plea.
Afghanistan.
His military lawyer Marine
Hicks entered his plea fol
lowing the first day of hear Maj. Michael Mori later told the
ings in the military tribunals court that Hicks had changed
created by Congress after the his mind. Hicks answered “yes,
Supreme Court struck down an sir,” when the judge, Marine Col.
earlier version that President Ralph Kohlmann, asked him to
George W. Bush authorized to confirm the guilty plea.
Hicks had faced life impris
try foreign captives on terrorism
onment if convicted ’ on the
charges.
Hicks, a 31-year-old former . charges.
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Hillel, the Jewish organization at MSU,
topic. “From what I have seen, the percep
tions are negative ... on the news, definite shares the same type of problem when try
ing to recruit non-religious members of the
ly.”
campus community.
“Chances are that most of our attendance
are members from our organization,” said
We have not been the best
Hillel Vice President Hal Grossman. “It’s a
little bit disappointing.”
examples to show what Islam is
Grossman cited one instance when Hillelheld a Hannukah party this past fall, where
supposed to b e ... We need to
Hillel had a big non-Jewish turnout.
correct those who are b a d ... when
“If non-Jewish people attend, we try to be
open toward them and help make the experi
we don’t, we send mixed signals.
ence better for them.” Grossman said.
“America will become a great nation if
We are oppressing ourselves.
we help make it a great nation,” Wahaj said
at the event on Monday night. “I believe we
Siraj Wahaj
Imam o f Masjid Taqwa

Maulback cited an episode of Oprah where
Christian-born women converted to Islam
because they felt there was more empower
ment for them. In this episode,
Oprah also explored how much alike
Muslims sire to thè rest of the nation.
“Hearing them talk about what they’re
like, we’re not that much different ... we’re
Americans,” she said.
.
“Good Muslims will never oppress; bad
Muslims will,” Wahaj said.
MSA member Nahid Shahidi was the
coordinator of the event.
“We hope to make non-Muslims. see
Islam’s true light and beauty,” said Shahidi.
The event on Monday night was supposed
to be geared toward the Muslim and nonMuslim, but it had a greater Muslim turnout
than expected.
“We did hope that we would get more
non-Muslim guests, but unfortunately we
didn’t, partially due to our advertising,” said
Shahidi.

“Good Muslims will never
oppress; bad Muslims w ill... We
hope to make non-Muslims see
Islam’s true light and beauty”
Siraj Wahaj
Imam o f Masjid Taqwa \

need to challenge one another ... Do not be
unjust to yourselves.”
“The purpdse of our MSA on campus is
to promote the truth about what Islam is all
about... MSU is a learning institution, and
we as Muslims would like MSA to be part of
that learning institution for non-Muslims as
well as Muslims.”
Islam Awareness Week is cel
ebrated by most Muslim organizations
around the nation at around the same
Matt McCullough I The Montclarlon
time in the spring.
Siraj
Wahaj
(above)
was
the
speaker
a
t
MSA’s
Islam
Awareness
Week event on Monday.
It has been at MSU for three years.

YOUR FUTURE IS WITHIN REACH
And so is the money to pay for It
College expenses should not be a roadblock for your future. Stay on track with
an alternative loan from Campus Door. Get up to $250,000 to pay for college
and make no payments until 12 months after you graduate. Apply online today
at campusdoor.com to receive an approval usually in less than a minute. Spend
your time planning for your future, not worrying about how to pay for it.
You have the will. We have the way.
campusdoor.com

campusdoor

All loans arc subject to credit approval. Programs, rates, terms and conditions are subject to change without notice.
Other restrictions apply. Trade/Servicemarks are the property of Campus Door Inc. and/or its affiliates. Lender is
Lehman Brothers Bank, FSB. ©2007 Campus Door Inc. All Rights Reserved. Equal Opportunity Lender.
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SGA Establishes Law for Sanctioning Executive Board
Robert Aitken
A ssistant Sports Editor

At the SGA meeting on Wednesday after
noon, the SGA legislators passed a bill by 2/3
majority, which are the foundations toward
disciplinary actions for executive board mem
bers. SGA Statute Addition Article Three,
Section Nineteen, was the bill debated in
unfinished business that meeting. The bill
was proposed by government and adminis
tration committee members Jessica Suico,
Andrea Khan and Jen Frank.
“The addition of the statute was sug

gested to the G&A committee as a precau
tionary measure to prevent the legislature
from working blindly in the event that an
executive board member would be perform
ing their duties inappropriately,” said Suico,
who is in her first year as a member of the
SGA.
In the statute, if an executive board mem
ber is thought to have been a detriment to the
rest of the SGA, there eould be a question to
punish if one of three possible options is seen
in the voting. If the Attorney General, Chief
Justice or a 2/3 majority of SGA legislators
votes yes, a committee.of nine SGA members

O ffice Administrator o f SGA
Hired Part-Time to Fill Vacancy
Chantal Gabel
Assistant News Editor

Since SGA Office Administrator Evelyn
Walters has resigned from her- 32-year posi
tion, former SGA Marketing and Publicity
cabinet member Scarlett Morris has been
hired part-time to perform the required
duties.
The responsibilities of the office admin
istrator include clerical duties, according to
the guidelines, assisting the SGA e-board “in
the proper operations of their respective posi
tions,” helping students who have questions
regarding office machine usage, maintain
ing and scheduling calendar appointments,
ordering supplies, and training and record
ing the hours of college work study workers.
Though Walters worked full-time, Morris
will be working part-time because, according
to Lilia, the SGA is “downsizing the position
because we feel the jobs that need to be done
can be accomplished by a part-time worker.

is formed. The president pro tempore would
head the committee. The president pro tem
pore would not have a vote in the committee,
but would be there to express opinions and
uphold order. If the president pro tempore is
the one that the statute is being used against,
another executive will be appointed in their
place.
The majority of the debate centered
around the need for a concrete list of possible
penalties to be given out by 'the committee.
Many believed that a list of penalties should
be established based upon the severity of the
offense.
Others believed that penalties should be
given out based upon a trial-by-trial basis,
which made some believe that favoritism a n d ,
bias would be used based upon the likeability
of the executive in question.
Chief Justice Joe Specchio said, in favor
of the bill, “Last year, I had to pull ,things
out of the air when Angelo [Lilia] was up
for impeachment.” On the opposite side of
the spectrum was SGA legislator Andrew
Gibson, who said, “This is an incomplete bill,
because specific guidelines aren’t laid out. I

don’t think it equally protects the rights of
all members.”
After the debating, a motion to “sus
pend house rules,” meaning the limit of two
debates per member would not exist for the
discussion of this bill, was passed.
A few minutes after, a motion was called
to put the issue “on the table,” or suspend vot
ing on the bill until a later date. This motion
did not pass, and the debating continued.
The end result was a motion to vote and
a 2/3 majority voting in favor of the- bill. “I
think that it is a good statute change and it
has created a foundation for building more
specific SGA guidelines that affect e-board
members and other SGA members,” said
SGA President Amy Chicken.
There is still an issue with the penal
ties addressed with this statute that was
passed. It is expected that SGA legislators
will attempt to edit the statute in order to
satisfy everyone’s wants. Regardless of how
perfect or flawed it may have been, this will
not be the last heard of this statute, as the
SGA takes the steps needed to hold execu
tives accountable for their actions.

Having [SGA bookkeeper] Pamela Mitchell
here from &a.m. to 4 p.m., we can make sure
the office is still open for the hours they have
been.”
SGA Vice President Amy Chicken added
that thé position may be back to full-time for
the. fall semster.
Lilia explained that Morris’s knowledge of
the SGA, experience with the university and
students and computer skills best qualified
her for the job.
He added that her previous knowledge of
the “inner workings” of the SGA is beneficial,
and she “has many connections on campus
that will help us move forward quicker.”
Though Morris has only been working
since Monday, March 19, he explained her
potential to stay in the position long-term is
likely due to the flexibility of the schedule.
“We have been making the transition [of
a new secretary] very smoothly,” Chicken
courtesy of Amy Chicken
said. “Wè are confident, since we handled a The current SGA e-board (above) will not be effected by the sanctioning policy change,
lengthy bookkeeper search.”
which provides concrete guidelines for disciplining executive officers.

Brookdale's
Summer Term Options

REGISTER
NOW!
Visit our website at
www.brookdalecc.edu
or call 732-224-2345
For at-home Courses
call 732-224-2089

BROCKDALE
C O M MUN I T Y

765 Newman Springs Road
Lincroft, New Jersey 07738
An equal opportunity/affirmative action institution

13-week Courses»

.7-j

• 6-week Courses
• 10-week Courses
I Online & Internet Courses
• Courses Via Television

Sum m er Courses Begin
M ay 21st
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Onthe Hunt for a lob
Alicia Feghhi
S ta ff W riter

It’« hunting season in the working world.
Graduating seniors are on a career hunt to
put their degree and thousands of dollars
worth of education to good use, while the
remaining undergraduates are on a job hunt
to land a summer job or a part-time job to pay
for their education.
With the Career Fair on April 11 in the
Student Center Ballrooms from noon to 4
p.m., it’s time for students to prepare to sell
themselves to employers. To help students to
prepare not only for this event, but for any job
hunt, is the Center for Career Services and
Community-Based Learning in Morehead
Hall room 337. It assists students in explor
ing and applying their decisions about careers
and prepares them for the workforce through
both on- and off-campus career development
services.
Director of Career Development Adam
Mayer urges students to research the com
panies that will be in attendance by writing
down questions to ask employers. Mayer
said students should dress appropriately in
black, navy blue or gray suits; bring copies
of resumes targeted to different career fields
of interest; get business cards; and present
a 30-second commercial to employers. “Tell
them your name, your year, major and what
you are interested in, whether it be a job or
an internship,” Mayer said, adding that send
ing a thank-you letter to employers is a plus
because it shows an interest in the job and an
appreciation of the employers’ taking time to
talk.
The average job search takes about six
months, according to Mayer. “Getting a job is
a job,” Mayer said, which includes network
ing, researching companies, looking for jobs,
writing cover letters and résumés, and then
going on interviews.
When looking forjobs, Mayer said network
ing with friends, family and MSU faculty are
excellent viral marketing tools. Other ways
to find jobs are through the newspaper and
Web sites like Monster and College Central
Network, which is the primary web-based
job board to help students and alumni find
on- and off-campus positions and allows them
to send résumés over the Internet to employ
ers. Also, the Center has many resources (see.
list), such as career counseling, employment
services and occupational research services.
Within the Center is Cooperative
Education, an experiential education pro
gram. “Internships are the number one
way employers find new hires,” Mayer said.
“Internships help job seekers understand

The Three
Keys to
Getting A’s
Rob Gilbert, Ph. D.
Departm ent o f Exercise Science and Physical
Education

“The important thing is to make the impor
tant thing the important thing.”

Bernadette Marciniak I The Montclarion
Graduation is swiftly coming and the end of the semester is very near. Finding your first
real job after graduation should be a rewarding and challenging experience, not a nervewracking one.

the working world and provide experiential
education.”
When “Pomp and Circumstance” is over, a
new phase of the graduates’ lives has begun.
Many will land their first “real job”— a job
where several years of MSU education will
be put to use. Stephanie Pou, 23, of Bergen
County, a communication- studies major,
concentrating in public relations, is among
MSITs thousands of graduates who will pros
per in this year’s green job market pastime
because she already has what employers
want — a degree. “I’m excited to become an
integral part of the world through my hardearned knowledge and experiences that have
increased throughout my years at MSU,” Pou
said.
The National Association of Colleges and
Employers (NACE) ofBethlehem, Penn.,which
provides research and information about the
employment of college graduates, reported
the 2007 college hiring rate will increase
for the fourth consecutive year. According to
the fall preview of NACE’s Job Outlook 2007

survey — an estimation of employers’ hiring
intentions of college graduates -— employers
cite company growth, retiring employees and
high job turnover as reasons for the 17.4 per
cent increase of graduate hiring, compared to
last year’s 14.5 percent.
Mayer said employers want to hire college
graduates because they are motivated to take
part in the working world and are eager to
apply what they’ve learned in college.
“College graduates offer fresh ideas, and
they have' the potential to be molded to a
future leader within the companies they work
for.”
According to the NACE survey, year after
year, the number one skill employers want
in their employees is communication skills,
both verbal and written. Mayer said commu
nication skills are on an employer’s wish list
because they are a transferable skill that is
extensively used in every type of career. “In an
interview, show you have these skills by using

Coach Mike Tully has a secret that can
help you get more A’s. This secret has brought
the coach success in the world of volleyball
,arid the same secret can bring you success
in the world of academia.
Tuny’s volleyball life changed when
he attended a clinic featuring some of the
nation’s top volleyball coaches. One of these
coaches said that if your players could do
three things well, you will have a winning
volleyball program. The three keys are
#1. Serve and receive.
#2. Kill from the outside.
#3. Don’t let the ball hit the floor.
Then the coach said that just practicing
these skills isn’t enough — you also have to.
measure them. This is similar to the busi
ness logic that says, “If you can’t measure it,
you can’t manage it.” The coach then added
that it isn’t enough to practice and measure
these skills — you also have to think about
them all the time.
As soon as Coach Tully heard this lec
ture, he knew he was onto something. He
started basing everything that happened in
his gym — his practices, the drills he used,
etc. — around the three keys. Then he had
his student managers measure how well the
athletes were executing these skills. Now
Tully had data-based evidence on which of
his players did these skills the best. Every
day he talked .about the three keys to his
team. He even made a poster of the three
keys and put it oft the wall of the gym
because he wanted to constantly and con
tinuously remind everyone about them.
Soon Tufty’s teams started beating bigger
and better teams.
So what does aft this have to do with
you and getting A’s? The same strategy that
worked for the coach will work for you. What
are the three keys to getting A’s in college?
Coach Tully learned the three keys from
a superstar coach. I wondered if a superstar
student would have any insights on this
matter. Melissa Sapio is currently a school
psychologist and an adjunct professor here
at her alma mater. When she was an uftder-

S E E ‘HUNT’ ON P. 9
S EE ‘KEYS’ ON P. 8
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Environmental and Human Rights
Advocate Speaks to Global Issues Class

KEYS
CONTINUED FROM P

7

graduate, she was a superstar student — she
graduated summa cum laude and received
Lauren Trúncale
an A in every class she ever took at Montclair
S ta ff W riter
State!
Here are Professor Sapio’s three keys:
The Global Issues class at MSU tries to
#1. Show up to each and every class physi
bring examples of international human rights
cally, mentally and emotionally.
injustices to the foreground of discussion and
#2. Ask questions. (For example, ask your
encourages students to confront issues we
professors exactly what they expect of you.
generally would rather ignore. The focus
Ask questions in class. Organize study groups
is on a wide variety of topics, including the
so you can have your questions answered by
right to food and clothing, the- right to marry
classmates.)
and have a family, and the right for humane
#3. Exceed expectations — do more than
treatment when detained or imprisoned.
is expected. (For example, if your professor
A class headed by Dr. Mark Berenson
gives an assignment to read chapters 1, 2,
and Dr.' George Zilbergeld recently focused
and 3 — surpass expectations and read chap
on the issue of environmental justice and on
ters 1,2,3 and 4!)
Monday, March 26, presented guest speaker
So here your three keys are: #1. Show up.
Joanne Bauer, who discussed environmental
#2. Ask questions. #3. Exceed expectations.
justice and how it relates to human rights.
Now that you know these keys — put
Bauer is a specialist in environmental
them into action. After all, what is the value
issues, human lights and international policy,
of knowing what to do if you don’t do what
particularly in Asia. She has been a direct
you know? Relentlessly measure the three
participant in programs involving the issue
keys. Keep track of your attendance, how
of human rights and is the editor of sev
often you ask questions and if you push your
eral books including her most recent, Forging
self to do more than is expected. Constantly
Environmentalism: Justice, Livelihood, And
and continuously remind yourself of these
Contested Environments. She has spoken at
keys. If nothing else, cut out this column and
many conferences across the United States
post it in a place where you’ll see it every
Jessica Sproviero I The Montclarion day.
and the world, so it was a privilege to have
her speak to the students at Montclair State Joanne Bauer expands students’ worldviews by explaining environmental justice to them
The important thing is to make the impor
and how its relates to human rights.
University.
tant thing the important thing. The three
Bauer introduced her speech by quot
keys are “the important thing.” Do them.
ing from Jorge Daniel Taillant and Romina La., where there was a large presence of the emphasized the need for greater local control Measure them. Think about them. If you do
Picolotti: “Everything and anything that oil and gas industry. As a result, the town of the environment to prevent issues like this, you’re going to get more A’s. Absolutely,
influences our environment is a violation of was faced with issues of waste dumping. these from getting out of hand.
positively, guaranteed!
Bauer expressed a few final key points.
our human rights.” This theme, that envi Although there were regulations in place to
For constant and continuous motivation,
ronmental rights are also human rights, try to control the dumping, the requirements She conveyed that we need to “deepen the call Dr. Gilbert’s Success Hotline a t (973) 743was pervasive throughout her speech. She were not enough to fix the problem. Because engagement of governing institutions with 4690. Three-minute recorded inspirational
also pointed out that “individuals need to be of the resulting waste management problems, the people of the world,” and that we should messages available 24/7/365 — new mes
included as responsible agents in both the the people of Grand Bois faced health issues, promote dialogue to increase trust between sages every morning at 7:30.
creation of the problem and in finding solu devalued property, community infighting and the environmentalists and the local people.
more.
Finally, Bauer left the students with this
tions.”
Another study from China related two thought: “We need to look at the victims [of
The majority of Bauer’s presentation
focused on case studies that are discussed different situations dealing with state-led these injustices] and say, ‘Is this just? ‘Is
in her books. All of the studies showed environmentalism. One example was in the this what we want in the world?’ ” Both of
how a country’s economy is affected by both town of Benxi, China. Pollution was a serious those questions need to be on the minds of
global and local forces, so control of the local concern as a result of being an industrialized Students, as weU as the general population,
environment’s resources are not in the hands town. Compelled to take action, the town in order to make this a better world — from
and central government invested to clean up an environmental as well as a humanistic
of the local people.
The first case, study was from Grand Bois, • the pollution. In all the case studies, Bauer standpoint.
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28-

Would you ever have plastic surgery?

3 0 - W ho has the sexiest accents?

13- Would you five with someone without marrying
them?

3 1 - Which do you prefer in a companion - Blue collar or
white?
3 2 - Favorite song?

14- Favorite sport?

33- Favorite movie?

15- Is toilet paper hung over or under?

1- W hafs worse - Physical o r M enial cheating?.
2 - Is it easier to forgive or forget?

16 - Do you squeeze toothpaste from fire middle or end
o f file tube?
17- How do you feel about tanning booths?

3 - Can men and women be "Just Friends"?

19- Would you date an already attached man / woman?

5 - All expenses paid vacation to anywhere?
6 - W hafs your last meat?

3 5 - W hat is your chínese astrological sign?
36- Are you a beach, country or city person?
3 7 - Have you ever seen or called anyone you m et on
MySpace?

18- Friends with benefits?

4 - Dating co-workers?

3 4 - W hafs your occupation?

2 0 - Would you rather take pictures or be in pictures?

7 - A t the w ater park...

2 1 - Have you ever flirted with someone you had no in
terest in? .
'
.', ■

8 - When you are "In Love* do you notice other
people?

2 2 - Ever kissed a random person and then walked
away?

9 - is fttrtirtg dieating?

2 3 - Have you ever had any type of Relationship with a
M arried person?

3 8 - Has« you ever had a "secret affair"?
39- If you could own a non-traditional pet which would it
be?
4 0 - Favorite show as a child?
41 . W here do you spend most of your money?
42-

10- Would you rather have 1 great friend or 5 pais
11- If someone called you a bitch would you be of
fended?
12- Are you ok with your significant other being friends
with an ex?

Are you currently working a t a job that you hate?

4 3 - Have you ever been so heart broken that you called in
sick to school?

2 5 - If you could play any sport professionally what
would it be?

4 4 - Favorite summer drink?

26-

4 5 - Can you change a car tire?

Ever break up with someone and regret it?.

4 6 - Favorite cologne / perfume?

2 7 - Are you a jealous person?

HUNT
CONTINUED FROM P 7

examples and explaining the results,” Mayer
said.
An important step in getting a job is to
practice an interview. Students may schedule
a mock interview with a career counselor.
‘‘We’re here to ease their nerves,” Mayer said.
“We’re not here to judge, but rather offer
advice on what needs improvement and what
is effective.” One of the top questions employ
ers ask in an interview is “tell me about your
self.” To answer this, Mayer said to present a
30-second commercial that highlights accom
plishments, work experience, -strengths, the
major and how all this relates to the job post
ing.
A crucial part of the hiring process is the
first impression. Studies have shown that
employers know whether to hire someone
within the first 10 seconds of an interview.
However, employers may also get impres
sions about applicants by first doing indepth background checks through the World
Wide Web. By Googling or searching popular
social networking sites such as MySpace and
Facebook, employers get information about
job seekers that would not be available in an
interview. Mayer said the information is just
a click away, which may result in leaving a
bad impression and not getting a job. “Hiring
managers may have an account or could even
use employees who attended the same col
lege as the applicant to do a screening of the
applicant,” Mayer said.
Though it is debatable whether spying on
job seekers is ethical, Mayer said as long as
the information is posted publicly, anyone can
access it. He advises students to beware of
the image they project by avoiding anything

Alicia Feghhi I The Montclarion
For career advisement information, contact Caffie Risher, a professor a t Montclair State
University, or visit the career center in Morehead Hall.

that might cause a recruiter to throw their
resumes out. “You shouldn’t share informa
tion that you wouldn’t want to share with
your parents, or that you would be ashamed
of should it appear on the front page of the
newspaper,” Mayer said. “If you wouldn’t put
it in your resume, don’t put it on the Web.”
Mayer doesn’t suggest students delete
their accounts. “Just clean it up,” Mayer said.
“Instead of posting information and photos
from a party, job seekers can stand out by
using social networking-sites as an oppor
tunity to make a positive first impression.”

Mayer said to consider making a personal
mission statement, include samples for a
portfolio or start a blog related to a particu
lar career, industry trends or news. “Include
only professional and academic information,”
Mayer said, “and proofread!”
Employers shouldn’t hog all the questions.
Applicants should also toss some questions.
“Usually toward the end of the interview,
you will have a chance to ask the interviewer
some questions,” Mayer said. He said to aim
for between five and eight questions, ending
with “what’s the next step?” Mayer explained

that this question shows that candidates
really want the job. They should bring a
portfolio and a notepad to write down the
employer’s answers, as well as the names of
those involved (including the receptionist) at
the interview and the address of the building
to send individual thank-you letters.
However, there are students that are still
in the midst of exploring how to apply their
major to a career. “Try to find something that
interests you or talk to faculty, upperclass
men or schedule information interviews with
those who are in a career that you’re think
ing of pursuing,” Mayer said. Students may
also use the Center’s College Central Mentor
Network, a mentoring system of alumni who
have volunteered to speak on the phone or via
e-mail about their careers with other gradu
ates and students who want to learn about
specific occupations.
Students may also visit the Center if they
have a quick question, or they may sched
ule an appointment to have a 50-minute
meeting with a career counselor to discuss
their majors and how it relates to certain
careers. Another.option is to take the MyersBriggs Type Indicator and the Strong Interest
Inventory in person, or try Focus, which is an
interactive, online career planning tool.
■ The job search is the same process for
everyone, whether they know their career
goals or not. Just like studying for an exam,
looking for jobs requires preparation, time
and research. “Job hunting is not a sprint, but
a marathon,” Mayer said. “You’re competing
with many others in the race to get the job.
Keep practicing and you’ll sell yourself the
job.”
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How to Ace the Interview
A licia Feghhi

8. “Tell m e about yourself”

S ta ff W riter

In addition to homework and studying
for exams, there is the job interview. There’s
no time to cram the night before and wing
the interview. Take the time to fully prepare.
Risher said the preparation process consists
of planning and rehearsing answers to pos
sible questions.

Risher said this is one of the most popu
lar — and important — questions asked in
interviews, yet many people don’t know what
to say about themselves. “Think of this as a
60-second commercial in which you sell your
self” Risher said. This question serves as an
ice breaker for employers to get to know the
candidates, to find out what skills will benefit
the company and the reason for wanting the
job. “It’s important not to just tell, but also to
show your experiences through examples,”
she said.
This question should be an organized
summary in about 250-300 words, using
transitions and avoiding filler words, such as
“um” and “uh.” Mention key strengths, accom
plishments, educational achievements, skills
and knowledge. “Since the best predictor of
future performance is past performance, pro
vide examples of what resulted in your work
and how you solved problems,” Risher said.
Other possible questions:
• What do you know about our company?
• Why should we hire you?
• What skills and qualifications of yours are
essential for success in this position?

2. Research the company.

9. A sk questions.

With internship opportunities, graduation
just two months away and summer job open
ings posted on classroom bulletin boards, stu
dents are casting their resumes in the job pool
in hopes of luring the attention of employers
who would call to say, “I’d like you to come in
for an interview.” The interview can be a bit
scary, but with proper preparation and advice
from career coach Caffie Risher, an MSU vis
iting specialist of the communication studies
department, students will ace the interview.
“Interviewers can decide in 10 seconds
or less that they don’t want' you for the job,”
Risher said, who provided 10 key strategies
. to help ensure interview success, and to make
first impressions lasting-impressions.
1. Prepare, prepare, prepare.

Do the homework. “Failure to study the
company is a crime,” Risher said. Candidates
should know the company’s mission, corpo
rate culture, where it stands in the market
and especially know about the job position.
Look at its Web site, read its brochure, know
its policies and history, and talk to people
who’ve worked there. “You want to see if you
fit the company and it fits you,” Risher said.
3. D rees appropriately.

Bernadette Marclniak I The Montclarion

Being prepared for an interview is key to success. Dressing appropriately, asking ques
tions and knowing the company w ill help you in all of your interviewing endeavors.

shake and say hello while making eye con
tact. Don’t depict any body language that
will complicate the interview. Don’t slouch,
fold hands or cross the arms, because it dem
onstrates disinterest.-Don’t rub or touch the
nose, because it communicates dishonesty.
Sit up straight and lean slightly forward in
the chair with feet firmly on the ground and
hands resting on the lap. Smile and nod in
moderation to show enthusiasm.
“To show interest and agreement, align
your body’s position to that of the interview
er,” Risher said. When the interview is over,
make sure the goodbye handshake is just as
confident as- it was before. Maintain compo
sure while exiting the office and going into
the elevator, or even walking on the street,
because the interview isn’t over — employees
are forming their last impressions. “Once you
are in your car or are far away from the scene
of your interview,” Risher said, fit’s safe to let
go!”

A significant part of a hiring decision is
based on nonverbal elements in an inter
view, such as a handshake, eye contact, body
language, posture, clothing, grooming and
accessories. Research shows 80 percent of the
meaning of a message is nonverbal, compared
to 20 percent of verbal communication. “If
you tell the employer that you’re enthusiastic
about the position, but you signal with body
language that you are not that interested,”
Risher said, “then it will come across that you
don’t care.”
Not only is the interviewer making imme
diate judgments, but other employees take
mental notes based on a candidate’s mere
presence — without saying a proper greeting.
“A receptionist may observe how you pres
ent yourself from the moment you enter the
office,” Risher said. "The manager may ask,
“Did [he or she] wait to be seated? Was [he or
she] pleasant to you? What is your impres
sion about this person? Was there any sort of
eye contact?1”

“You are what you wear!”Risher exclaimed,
especially when it comes to the job interview.
The interview is not the place to exhibit the
hottest hip-hugging designer jeans. Risher
cautioned that even though it’s the right
suit, it may not be well-presented, such as
wrinkled blouses. “Your appearance commu
nicates a lot about yourself” she said. “People
make assumptions about your professional
reliability and potential performance based
upon your appearance right away.”
As a general guideline:
• Select apparel, fragrances, jewelry and
hairstyles that do not detract from a profes
sional image.
• Make sure hair is clean, neat and styled
in such a way that it should not have to be
constantly brushed away from the face.
7. Watch your nonverbal communication.
• Apparel should be clean, fit well and
neatly pressed.
• Trimmed fingernails.
• Briefcase or portfolio case should not be
bright.

The interviewer isn’t the only one who
Should ask questions. Asking questions dem- *
onstrates an interest in the job. Between
three to five questions is sufficient.
Some questions to consider asking at an
appropriate time dining an interview:
• What are the opportunities for growth for
this position?
• What is the anticipated company growth
rate over the next three years?
• What are the three most important attri
butes for success in this position?
10. "Thank you.”
1 Within 24 to 48 hours of the interview,
send a thank-you note by mail to the inter
viewer and anyone else who was there, even
the receptionist, thanking them for their time.
Employers consider this gesture as evidence
of an interest in the position. Capitalize on
this as an opportunity to reiterate enthusi
asm, strengths and the desire to maximize
the company. Proofread and get the names
and spelling correct!
Every step of the interview process is an
opportunity to make an impression. “There
are many jobs out there,” Risher said. “One
can be yours, but only if you don’t give up
wanting it and if you sell yourself well.

4- B e on tim e.

Being late to an interview is worse than
a tardy in class. Arriving at least 15 minutes
early is enough time to get a feel for the
environment. Look around the office and pay
attention to dress uniform, furniture and
decoration, which are dues to help direct the
interview. Scan for common interests, such as
sports memorabilia, which tells a lot about
the business and the interviewer’s personal
values. However, Risher warned that if there
are conflicts of interests of a particular hock
ey team, then don’t say during the ice breaker
that the Devils are better than the Rangers.

*

6. Be aware o f your body language.

To greet the interviewer, give a firm hand
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5. B e yourself

“You want to show the employer your true
self” Risher said, “because they will be the
one working with you every day.” Be enthu
siastic about working for the company by
flashing a smile. Be honest and proud of your
accomplishments, but don’t brag. To relieve
anxiety, Risher said to “visualize a successful
interview, relax, practice with a friend and
give yourself a pep talk.”
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at kasser th eater:
Dancing w ith Divorce: Chords Impresses
Hannah Rolfes
S ta ff W riter

B ro k e n C ho rds

O
_l- J roken Chords, performed by the
Vincent Dance Theater of the U.K, depicts the
emotional fallout of the divorce of Charlotte
Vincent, the company’s director and choreog
rapher. Very often; a story about a breakup
or divorce highlights the cliche — arduous
lovers’ quarrels, catty gold diggers or cocky
divorce lawyers. Where many divorce melo
dramas fall short, Broken Chords leaped past
the broken marriage into a broken soul.
The performance began with a stage
empty of dancers, but filled with 12 rows of
chairs 12 seats in width. A violin lay among
the phalanx of chairs. In complete silence,
save a cell phone of two from the audience,
two dancers emerged from the wing. As one
feebly crept toward the seats, the ’other held
outstretched hands, ready to catch the tee
tering figure of the other. Once seated, the
supporting dancer lifted the violin from the
next seat and molded her partner’s body into
playing-position. She began to play a slow
and disjointed tune that grew into a somber
lullaby.
Like a snake to the charmer, the other
dancers emerged, drawn out by the music.
They staggered out, some alone, others with
another to guide them, until they reached
the chairs to. sit and let the music wash over
their fallen spirits. The violinist reached a
courtesy of Vincent Dance Theater

S EE ‘CHORDS’ ON P. 14

Broken Chords, performed by Vincent Dance Theater, explores the emotional fallout of a divorce using beautiful choreography and dra
matic monologue, which crafted an original depiction of the pain and anguish left from the experience of divorce.

at th e v id eo store:
O pening the Disney V au lt: Pan Returns
Jessica Lozak
S ta ff W riter

F o r the past few years or so, Disney has been trying to redeem itself
in the eyes of the fans for such failures as Home on the Range and Brother
Bear by repackaging their classic films in a shiny-new box. They’ve also
added a second disk packed full of new special features and remastered
the film in new 5.1 home theater mix. Each DVD usually includes a music
video of the movie’s best song performed by some nameless pop group,
commentaries about the making of the film, including interviews with
Walt himself, storyboards and deleted scenes, and previews of upcoming
winners like Tinker Bell: The Movie or The Little Mermaid 3.
Peter Pan, the classic tale of pre-teen denial and latent pedophilia, has

S EE ‘PAN’ ON P. 16

Peter Pan, the boy who never grows up, is restored in Disney’s new double-disk edition of the animated film .
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LEASING TRAILER OPEN M -F 9 :0 0 - 6 :0 0
TOURS M - F 3 : 3 0 - 6 :0 0 | SAT 1 0 :0 0 -4 :0 0 | SUN 1 2 :0 0 -3 :0 0
s k y u iie v ie w s

Amenities subject to change

PRIVATE BEDROOMS &
PRIVATE BATHROOMS AVAILABLE

FULLY FURNISHED u n it s
CABLE t v & INTERNET in c lu d ed
tw o

TANNING b e d s

HUGE FITN ESS CENTER
PRIVATE OR SHARED
ACCOMMODATIONS a v a il a b l e
THEATER b o o m

■C CEN TRE
Leasing trailer on Lock St.
between New & Central
973. 504.8200

GAME BOOM
24-HOUR COURTESY DESK
GARAGE

I m UNIVERSITY

uhivcentre.com
myspace.com/universifycentre

PARKING AVAILABLE

Owned and professionally managed by I I I
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CAMPUS C O M M U N IT IE S

Limited time only I See office for details

MANHATTAN
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n ew o n stage:

Hidwaixi Scissorhands,

th e classic T im B urton film

th a t h a s g ained a heavy cult following, h a s gone th ro u g h m any
p h a se s since its release in th e early ‘90s. From its w ell-received
d eb u t to its im d er-th e-rad ar s ta tu s to its m u ltiple re-releases
to its m an y products lining th e shelves of H ot Topics country
wide. th e film h a s developed a serious fan base. So w h a t
else could come from a movie th a t seem s to have m ade as
big a n am e as possible? How about a ballet?

at kasser th e a te r (cont'd):
________ _______________ CHORDS
CONTINUED FROM P. 1 2

ominous, sustained note which mysteriously
continued to wail after she had stopped play
ing. Without warning, the music exploded
into a menacing and driving melody that sent
the dancers running and leaping over chairs.
The dancers executed tremendous lifts and
tosses over the chairs that, impressively,
barely budged. The choreography and music
jerked the audience through, the extremes of
coping — from barely holding it together to
franticly scrambling for help.
After the frenzy, the dancers once again
settled into the front row of chairs, as if
awaiting inevitable, persistent sadness. One
female dancer got up to knock over all the
chairs behind her, disturbing the empty order.
In this tense and depressing atmosphere,
senior company member Rachel Krische

addressed the technicians, asking for lights.
My gut reaction was, “Oh, not another show
within a show where the company talks to
the audience.”
Well, that is in fact what happened, but
the intriguing surprise was her following
“monologue.” She said in her trendy, though
native English accent, “We’ve been like this
for months ... nobody smiles anymore.” The
overbearing sadness, which had once been
an abstraction of internal pain, smoothly
bridged into a dramatic narrative.
The strength of the narrative was the witty
yet biting English humor. Krische eventually
held the dance company at gunpoint so that
they would play a game and smile. Krische
then demanded that the company clear the
stage of the chairs that had been binding

them for the past 12 months. The company
scurried about to form a chaotic mound of
chairs at the back of stage when youngest
company member, Darshan Anderson, “the
only one who can smile,” noisily dropped a
chair. To' this, Krische cried out, “For f**k’s
sake Darshan, do it quietly!” There was a
sequence in which a company member acted
out various forms of suicide, but not without
returning to puff on her binning cigarette
between each failed attempt.
In addition to the humorous bickering,
gunpoint demands and relay-style suicide
attempts, Broken Chords also featured ten
der duets. It was clear that this company
shared the suffering of another — a unique
approach to the emotional burdens of divorce.
Rather than merely dancing an abstraction

of the pain, the company members were like
children — victims of the actions of adults.
The performance concluded with a bitter
sweet toast to the failures of a couple — an
ironic ending to a marriage that began with a
toast. The tangled mound of chairs loomed in
the back — a sign that, though the mess had
been cleared, it could never be forgotten.
Broken Chords showed through beautiful
choreography the necessity and desperation of
support in a time of need. The dramatic nar
rative, even with its sardonic humor, played
harmoniously with the tender beauty and
power of the choreography. A mark of clever
achievement, Vincent took a universal theme
and crafted a unique expression of the pain
and the permanent scars left by the damage
of divorce.
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at the video store (cont’d) :
PAN
CONTINUED FROM P. 1 2

come to us yet again in the way only Disney
can: by ignoring as much of the original story
as possible. That is not to say, of course, that
the new two-disC Platinum Edition DVD is
not worth watching. In fact, if you’ve got an
extra 76 minutes laying around, you can
never go wrong with Disney.
The saga of Peter Pan began in 1935
when Walt Disney first campaigned to buy
the rights to the original play written by J.
M. Barrie. It took four years for the cartoon
mogul to swindle the rights away from the
sick and dying children of the Great Ormond
Street Hospital in London, to whom Barrie
had bequeathed his creation.
Originally set to be released in the early
1940s, the onset of WWII forced the produc
tion of the film to halt until its completion. It
has been speculated that the final product of
Peter Pan, released in 1953, was made into
a more fight-hearted film than the original
designs because of the fingering mind-set of
the country.
Naturally, one can’t talk about Peter Pan
without mentioning his arch-nemesis. Before
Captain Jack, there was Captain Hook:
Disney’s original badass pirate. For some
reason, a middle-aged man in ruffles lost a
sword-fight to a kid and a hand, which was
subsequently fed to an alligator and now
devotes his life to the pursuit of said boy.

There is also the backdrop of secondary
characters: the Lost Boys, the Indians, pixies,
little brothers and dogs named Nana. Add.
•a little Technicolor, some catchy times by
Sammy Fain and Frank Churchill, a bunch of
trippy effects, and you’ve got yourself movie
gold!
The Disney version of Peter Pan, like
many of the Disney fairy tales, takes creative
licenses oil many of the darker themes and
scenes to make it more acceptable for young
children. Some of the movie lacks explanation
and strays from the original story, but subtle
plot errors can’t detract from the beauty of an
old-school, hand-drawn Disney film.
Watching this DVD will make you long for
the good old days of playground swings and
cartoon lunch boxes. The film is beautifiilly
restored to its rightful glory. The second disc
is chock-full of interesting bonus material
sure to entertain Pan fans and newcomers
alike.
You can’t put a price on your childhood,
unless it’s $29.99, which is the price of this
amazing DVD. It’s'safe to say that parting
with that chunk of change is worth the hours
of nostalgia and entertainment that will be
provided by this classic movie about a clas
sic story that has been dear to the hearts of
millions, regardless of age, for over a hundred
courtesy of Walt Disney Pictures
The new two-disc edition of Peter Pan includes many juicy special features, such as a digi
years.
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tally restored image, commentaries, an interview with W alt Disney and previews.

n e w o n stage (cont*d)
SCISSORS
CONTINUED FROM P. 1 4

The audience quickly fell in love with
Believe it or not, the widely popular whose body is then discovered by his father, away. Confused, Edward finds his way to the
cookie
cutter
suburban
town
where
the
rest
shy,
awkward Edward and his longing and
film has been transformed for the stage in an inventor. At the boy’s funeral, the invenof
the
ballet
takes
place.
He
is
taken
in
by
constant
attempts for equality in the presa way nobody saw coming. The Edward tor, holding the scissors his son played with
the
Boggs
family
and
then
the
story
continence
of
his
“hands.” Everyone in the theater
Scissorhands ballet originated in London before his death, gets the idea to create a new
ues
in
the
same
way.
as
the
film.
was
pulling
for him throughout the ballet,
in 2005. It was created by choreographer son.
applauding
his accomplishments and
Matthew Bourne, who is known for his
feeling
despair
in his failures. During
distinctly different works. Bourne, who
the
final
duet
between Edward and
made a name for himself after produc
Kim,
the
audience
enjoyed the bit
ing an all-male version of Swan Lake,
tersweet
interactions
of the two leads,
was inspired to create Scissorhands
knowing
that
it
would
inevitably come
based on the film’s beautiful story and
to
an
end
without
their
staying with
the equally stunning music by Danny
one
another.
The
show
ended
in a dif
Elfinan.
ferent
situation
than
the
movie,
taking
The. ballet opened in London to
place
in
a
cemetery
rather
than
the
skeptic critics who doubted such a
castle,
but
still
had
Edward
escape
the
stoiy working well as the theme for
hands
of
the
town
that
turned
against
a dance production. However, their
him.suspicions were laid to rest after the
During the final scene, in which the
ballet’s open in November of 2005.
old
lady from the beginning returned
The show opened to great reviews,
holding
a pair of scissors and a silhou
and box offices all over the U.K sold
ette
of
Edward
was seen in the back
out. The tour then transferred to
ground,
the
audience
roared in approv
Tokyo, Seoul and Paris before final
al
of
the
beautiful
show
they had just
ly arriving in North America in late
witnessed.
Curtain
call,
the time in
2006. The most recent stop of the
which
the
actors
come
out
to
take their
tour was in Brooklyn at the Brooklyn
bows,
was
actually
one
of
the
most
emo
Academy of Music, or BAM, where I
tional
moments
of
the
entire
evening.
had the pleasure of witnessing this
courtesy Bill Cooper
The actor portraying Edward came
amazing production. Any skepticism
The
popular
film
Edward
Scissorhands
was
transformed
into
a
ballet
and
opened
to
a
skeptical
London
in
out
for his bow still in character and
t myself had of this show’s greatness
2005. However, the production generated a positive response and sold out in box offices across the U.K.
raised
his scissorhands in the air,
was immediately erased once I heard
which
cued
machines around the the
the familiar orchestrations and saw
ater
to
release
fake
snow, covering the audi
Throughout
the
production,
the
audience
The audience is then witness to the final
the beautiful dancing.
ence.
This
final
appearance
of the show’s
The story itself was edited to more easily steps in the new Edward’s creation, and after was treated to the beautiful gracefulness
hero
left
everyone
in
the
audience
in tears
adapt it into a play without words. It began a few moments, the classic character is alive, of Bourne’s choreography, and in no way is
over
the
beauty
of
the
story
that
had
just
with an old woman, the aged version of the standing before us and seeing his enormous the story lost in the absence of any spoken
been
presented.
show’s heroine Kim, walking across the stage shears for the first time. Then, once again in lines. The innovative dance moves kept the
This hit production, which is being wellwhile words opening the story were projected a different manner than the original story, audiences transfixed the entire time. All of
received
at every tour stop, will undoubtedly
a group of mischievous teens break into the the dancers were incredibly in sync, using
onto the screen-style curtain.
become
a
classic and add to the notoriety of
their
bodies
as
a
method
of
.speaking.
Each
Then, in a very different way than the inventor’s castle-style .home wearing scary
its
film
predecessor.
Matthew Bourne has
character
had
a
distinctive
personality
and
movie, the story began with a little boy by the Halloween masks. The inventor, horribly
created
a
beautiftd
masterpiece
that will
the
dancers
portraying
them
had
the
skills
to
name of Edward playing outside in a storm frightened by the uninvited troublemakers,
without,
question
go
down
as
one
of
the most
with scissors. A bolt of lightning unfortunate has a heart attack and dies, but not before his convey those personalities without the use of
innovative
works
in
theatrical
history.
ly takes the fife from the smiling youngster, new son scares the unintentional murderers words.
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John J. Cali School of Music

MSU Symphonic
Band &W ind Symphony
Dreams, Spirits, and Dances • Thomas McCauley, Director
he MSU Wind Symphony and Symphonic Band team up for a diverse
¡evening of music entitled Dreams, Spirits and Dances. Some of the
highlights of the evening will include Rudkin’s The Dream of Oenghus, Bukvich’s
The Dream of Abraham, Ticheli’s Blue Shades and two works by Percy Grainger
including Irish Tune from County Derry and Shepherd’s Hay.

B

March 31 • 7:30 PM
Tickets $15
Department of Theatre and Dance

Twelfth Night or What You Will
Written by: W illiam Shakespeare
Directed by: Christian Ely

March 28 - 31 • 7:30 PM, March 30 • 1:00 PM
April 1 • 2:00 PM
Tickets $ 1 5
ake a trip to Shakespeare’s magical kingdom of Illyria where love,
disguises and revelry reign. This classic comedy of romance and
mistaken identity helps to welcome in the spring. “If music be the food of
love, play on!”

T

owarit Fox
io Theatre

John J. Cali School of Music

MSU Chorale
MSU Singers
Choral Celebrations! M usic
Sacred and Profane
Heather J. Buchanan, Director
April 1 • 3:00 PM
Tickets $15
MSU Chorale’s spring concert! Featuring a wide array of work from
Mendelssohn’s Richte mich Gottand selections from three of Verdi’s operas
to Eric Whitacre’s Cloudburst, the program is steeped in culture, passion
and spirit.

RAF

PERFORMING ARTS FEE

NO CHARGE FOR
MSU UNDERGRADS THROUGH
PERFORMING ARTS FEE

Discounts for faculty, staff, and graduate students.

973- 655-5112

www.peakperfs.org
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Registration in any eollt-ge is a complete bummer. Usually you
Writers and Contributors

have finals to attend to. reports to du and smack down in the middle
of thi» chaotic journey, you have to go on your computer m a given
time slot and pick out from the virtual course book what you want to
take the m at semester. Who wants to think of next semester when
your final on amoebas in South America can make or break your
So it came as no surprise Tuesday when I)r. Pennington, Vice
President of Student Development and Campus late, announced a

“What will happen to these 4,810
students if they not only can't pay off
their current balance, but also cannot
pay their new balance for the fall? Do
they become non-existent?”

new plau ior the fall semester to curb registration it student tuition

Bryan Woodward, Jessica Lozak, Hannah Rolfes,
Trevor Cahill, Lauren Trúncale, Dr. Ron Gilbert, Alicia
Feghhi, Lou Cunningham
A d vertisin g Director

Kevin Schwoebel
Bookkeeper

PeterJunda
Faculty Advisor

W illiam Batkay
Alumni Advisor

Lillian M. Aleman

ia not paid by the mandatory deadline of Aug. 20. Apparently this
university has accumulated a debt of almost $15 million in student wo have to pay it. Simple supply and demand, but does it have to be

Overall Design

tuition owed in the fall semester, and they are not putting up with

Mike Sanchez

it anymore If you don’t pony up your dough by Aug. 20, your classes

Why can’t MSU work out a payment plan in instillment''1’

will be dropped automatically, and once you get the money and give Sounds fair enough. just tell us 30 percent of our tuition is due on
it to tlie school, then you can re-register for classes

CONTACT US

Aug. 20 Hev. >ou’re »til 1screwed if you're paying your own vvay. but

That job at A&P or Blockbuster might not cut it this year. Screw if you lay off the bars for ,i whole summer, that seems really fe.i-.ibk

Editor-In-Chief

a summer break. Get two jobs, because unless you have a trust fund The most ridiculous part of thi» mandatory tuition deadline is thul

Managing

or an; well-off in thi-» economy, then you might have to figure out everyone who registered from this April to the last day of registra

Production

.some kind of payment plan to stay at thi-» prestigious state school

tion, which is July 19, wall have their tuition bills mailed no later

More than a fourth of the student body, including graduates and than July 23. So that gives students exactly 27 days to sell them
undergraduates, owes MSU $500 or more W i.it will happen to these selves out t'i a local street corner or sign their lives away to Rank
4,810 students if they not onlv can’t pay n ff their current balance, of America for that student loan they so desperately nt'ed to »ray m
but also cannot pay their new balance for the fall9 Do they become
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We wish the bursar and regi-.tralion oilier the best of luck, for
This it- a capitalist country, baby; ain’t no fn-e rides here, and this endeavor might bring the apocalypse to MSU, or not. If we play
according to Dr. Pennington, most schools in New Jersey h aw -imilar devil’s advocate here, maybe not all 4,810 students will get displaced :
policies, as well as those around the country. Conformity is the belly and h a w to re-register, but a good ch u n k o fth is number, well into
of the lieast. We used to have this policy aUo. but no one knows why tiie thousands, w ill Our silence as a student body w ill be tested,
it was disregarded. Listen, this -chool. even with its flaws, should get and if enough students are enraged, it should be an interesting fall
the money owed to them. It sucks that most of u s will be in debt until semester. May God have mercy on our souls. For bedlam at this:
we’re in ou r 3 0 s,b u tth a t’s n ottheir fau lt They set a price, and now school can strike a t any hour.
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The M ontdarion, th e n nam ed The Pelican, was
published on Novem ber 2 8 , 1 9 2 8 .

to whoever wrote “Harry
ButtsmfT as a write-in
candidate in the 2007 SGA
elections.

Thumbs down

to the horrible graffiti in the
" Student Center bathroom.

Thumbs up

to the weather.

Thumbs down

to the new registration
policy.
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All the Write-ins Had to do Was Campaign
T h i s Y ear’s S G A E -B o a r d P o s itio n s R a n U n o p p o s e d , S o W h y w e r e t h e W r ite - in C a n d id a te s S u b s ta n tia lly S ile n t?
If you were walking around campus the
other day, the bright pastel colors drawn on
every cement fixture from here to Clifton
could be somewhat
alarming. If you’re hung
over, you had better look
up, because that bottle of
Aquafina in your knap
sack will not save a nice
purge in the bathroom.
Whether it’s Chicken’s,
Khan’s, McIntyre’s or
Revesz’s name written
TOM
SHIELDS
in chalk somewhere
OPINION EDITOR
along the sidewalk of the
Student Center, the mes
sage is simple: vote. But what some students
might not know is these candidates for the
Student Government ran unopposed.
This is alarming, even in a democracy
of this size, but nevertheless true. The SGA
has a counter-balance to this predicament.
A write-in vote, which is true to its name,
suggests writing in a candidate who is not on
the ballot. Simple enough, and if this person
gets enough write-in votes, they are the new
champion of democracy or just a new mem
ber of the SGA e-board.
“If there was a year a write-in candidate
could win, it would be this year, but they are
not doing what’s necessary to run - like cam
paigning,” said current Attorney General
Anthony Guttilla on Tuesday.
So this past Wednesday, when the votes
were counted by IT and announced at the
weekly SGA meeting, no write-in candidates
reigned victorious. As we found out this was
not the year of the underdog. No last minute
dark-horse to throw a Doug Flutie Hail Mary
out of their ass. It wasn’t even close. The
unopposed won by a landslide.
One has to agree with Guttilla; where

be unfair to the other three e-board mem Chicken’s is the same, but people know him;
bers if he was elected as SGA treasurer. he went to the debates and wore a funny
Specchio’s write-in status accidentally fell chicken hat around campus to entice a vote.
into his lap when one student told him that Very marketable. Chicken believes that cam
they’d vote for him and then a couple more paigning for the write-in candidates was a
followed suit. “I talked to a lot of people in problem as well, and the candidates run
the biology department. But the Facebook ning unopposed “shows who wants the posi
tion, and who will take it seriously. I think
way was the best way to do it,” he said.
I took a look at Specchio’s Facebook claim, the people who ran unopposed should win
and my initial reaction was right; it is very because the others did not go out campaign
impersonal. I’m not saying Specchio is aH ing.”
To campaign for the SGA, you are given
impersonal man, but many voters do not
know this. On his “Write in Joe Specchio for a one-week window, and this year they
treasurer” group, his only query that he lea did away with tickets, which Chicken also
believes deterred a lot of people who could
ves to the voters, is “Would you rather have
possibly have run because it would mean
more work on their shoulders.
The reasons that, this year, the SGA
“I haven’t seen anybody shaking hands and kissing
e-board ran unopposed can be anyone’s edu
cated guess and is really not important.
babies this last week, but it seems virtual lobbying via The •important thing is the campaigning,
especially in an election year where a writeFacebook forums has been a major political tactic, a
in candidate could have won. At this point, I
don’t think I would put faith in experience.
nice way to get the ball rolling, but not really an
I was at the SGA debates, and for what I
attention getter.”
missed, I read the transcripts. It seemed for
the most part the blind leading the blind,
plus there were maybe 50 students there at
most.
someone
that
is
knowledgeable
or
someone,
treasurer this week. Specchio was optimis
I think maybe I was just waiting for a
that
has
never
been
in
a
leadership
position
tic about taking the elections, stating, “My
savior
to come out of the wings as MSU’s
in
the
SGA?”
thought process was never to win, but I hope
own
version
of Larry Flynt: suit, tie, wheel
Besides
telling
his
anecdote
about
the
to get votes away from the person running.
chair
and
all.
This yeaFs SGA elections were
student
who
said
they’
d
vote
for
him
and
a
I think [Melissa Revesz] embarrassed the
a
missed
opportunity
not only for the SGA
couple
of
well-wishers
on
the
bottom
writing,
SGA. She didn’t read the statutes, and when
and
the
student
body,
but
also for the people
“Go
Joe!”
on
his
Facebook
wall,
a
curious
people asked her questions at the debates,
out
there
who
did
not
want
to participate in
political
junkie,
disappointed
with
the
unop
she didn’t answer them right away. She met
democracy.
All
they
had
to
do
was campaign,
posed
nature
of
this
year’s
SGA
elections,
it with silence.” (Revesz has no prior SGA
but
hey,
I
guess
that’s
politics.
would
either
have
had
to
-track
Specchio
experience.)
To be fair to Revesz, at least she went down or really consider not voting because
to the debates, which cannot be said about the hard issues seem very vague.
But it’s not just his Facebook group that’s Tom Shields, a history major, is in his firs t year
Specchio, but Specchio said that he is getting,
a
bit
shady, it’s pretty much all of them. Ron as Opinion E d ito r.o fltie Montctarion.
surgery this summer and thought it would

was the campaigning? I haven’t seen any
body shaking hands and kissing babies this
last week, but it seems virtual lobbying via
Facebook forums has been a major political
tactic, a nice way to get the ball rolling, but
not really an attention-getter. Let’s face it,
if this election gets 1,000 student votes this
year, I’ll dress up in drag for a whole day. (I
felt vindicated yesterday when I found out
the votes totaled were somewhere around
700.)
Anyway, I got to sit down with a reallife write-in candidate by the name of Joe
Specchio the other night. He is currently
the SGA’s Ciiief Justice and ran for SGA

1SEE, MYPRETTIES?THIS ISW
HATHAPPENS WHENYOUGETCAUGHT/ f
courtesy of mctcampus.com

JOB OPENINGS
u s a h o r S eys

WANTED

QUALIFICATIONS
REGISTERED
RpJBIiCANSQNIY
RESUME REQUIRED

courtesy of mctcampus.com

EXPERIENCE
MUST BE PROVEN
POLITICAL HACK.

CONTACT
ALBERTO
GONZALES.

courtesy of mctcampus.com

courtesy of mctcampus.com
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Question of
The Week
"W hat w ill be your words
of wisdom to the new
SGA e-board? W hat do
»'Jiati w ant see

The M o n td a rio n Mailbag
Dear Editor,

ing capabilities. There’s a term to describe
you worrying about your “grandchildren liv
ing in a country where a sole language
doesn’t exist”; it’s called xenophobia.
Finally, your perceived threat of multiculturalism in this country is what I find
most troubling about your piece. Why should
people automatically forgo their heritage
once in a new location? This is just me per
sonally speaking, but I love the fact that this
is a diverse nation. I love the fact that I go
into New York City, and I’m bombarded by a
cacophony of differing languages from differ
ing tongues.
This myriad of cultures and customs has
shaped this country into what it is now. To
deny that fact is the epitome of ignorance.
Why don’t you share.this piece with SGA
organizations like UAASO, LASO or ISO? I
would love to know how they would respond
to your column. Your piece just smacks of
arrogant jingoism and faux nationalism. It’s
amazing how imperialist notions from west
ern colonization still pervade contemporary
consciousness, but it really shouldn’t be so
surprising.

Now, I typically read The Montclarion
with casual indifference, but there’s a column
from last week that I take terrible issue with.
Never before have I felt compelled to write a
response, but I feel that the article demands
one. Before I launch into a counterattack
on the ignorance and, dare I say it, hatred,
spewed from this editorial, I will answer the
questions posed by the columnist:
Why are you so willing to give up a title
you are lucky to have in the first place?
I’ve never given up the title that I’m lucky
to have in the first place. Why can’t I honor
the culture of my ancestors while also recog
nizing my current identity? Does one have
to automatically negate the other? Why the
extremist viewpoint?
Do you have any idea o f the lengths people
would go to call themselves an American?
Yes I am; however, in the majority of
cases, it isn’t so much the title of American
itself these people are after but the rights
and opportunities inherent within that title.
Do you watch the news? Do you under
stand the bombings that occur in Baghdad
on a day-to-day basis or the genocides right Morgan Goldin
Fine Arts Major
now in Africa?
' I do watch the news, and I’m aware of cur
rent events. I find it ironic that you point out
those two instances in foreign affairs when
most of the Baghdad bombings are the result
of the American occupation in Iraq and the
American government has virtually ignored
the genocides in Africa. A little hard to be
patriotic, but anyway.
Have you thought o f the reason your
grandparents or parents came to this coun
try, or do you possibly forget why you came
here?
My parents and grandparents have told
me the reason they came here, but they also
told me to never forget where I come from.
I hope that the previous statements sat
isfactorily answer your questions; now I
will delve into my opinions. First of all, I
wonder why you interpret a person’s choice to
hyphenate their nationality as an attack on
the American “identity.”
This is a nation of immigrants, a phrase
I
often repeated, yet few actually listen to.
Just because someone recognizes their land
of their forebearers doesn’t mean they don’t
also realize their contemporary nation. The
quote in your article “...if your great-grand
mother didn’t sell everything she owned
to take a boat here, but stating that you’re
anything but American is throwing all of her
hard work in her face” has got to be one of the
most ridiculous things I’ve ever read. I can’t
even begin to fathom how you constructed
such an idea. In my family, and most oth
ers, to do what is in your quote would be the
Utmost insult.
Secondly, you seem to take umbrage at
students having to learn two languages in
school. What exactly is the problem with
expanding one’s horizons? Yes, we are citi
zens of America, but on a larger scale, we are
also citizens of the world. God forbid we try
to reach out and be a part of it! Some of the
poorest regions in Africa have people that
are capable of speaking English, yet most
Americans won’t even take the trouble to
reciprocate.
If the reason that most people don’t know
how to properly identify the President or the
Secretary of State is because they are “wast
ing their time” learning another language,
Jessica Sproviero I The Montclarion
then I put into question their limited learn

STEVEN

FRÍÉD
Yean iùnior
M ajor:

Undecided

Statistic
of the
Week

“Do somethingfbr
! the students.”

CLEVELAND
MERINIVIL
■Year: Junior
M ajor; Biology

“Lord, give me
: strength to accept
the things that I
i cannot change, but give me strength to
change the things I can.”

LAURtE
P IE R R I
Yean Senior
M ajor: French
Translation

41

*

(¡¡i
| | ■ * , ijfefe

llg lj
“As current
É
president of the
Haitian Student Association, my words
of wisdom would be to encourage stu
dents to be a part of the SGA by setting
the example first in your dealings with
organizations.”

MONIKA 111
MCCORMICK
Yean Sophom ore
M ajo r: Finance

Numberof
daysuntil
school’s out
forsummer
recess.

“Good luck, and
may the force be
with you. I would like the Recreation ■
Center to be completed before I graduate
and for tution to decrease.”

PATRICK

!!§|lj

Year: Sophom ore
M ajo r: Business
A dm in istratio n /

“I would ask the
i^ ^ ^ G A to tr y
;pB;|i^ fair with every organization on
campus. Favoritism will only lead to
[S|pre& I would like to see everyone
pfelegate their jobs and take them seri
ously!” ",

BRITTANY
MATTIA
Year. Freshman
M ajor: B iology

rb

The Montclarion M ailbag Policy
• All letters must be typed, preferably on disk (text only format) or via e-mail. • Letters exceeding 800 words will not be
considered for publication. • Once received, letters are property of The Montclarion and may be edited for length, content
and libel. » Letters will not be printed unless they include the author's name, major,, last four digits of SSN and phone number
or e-mail address. «.Only one letter by an author will be printed each month. • Submission deadline: Monday. 10:00 p.m. •
Letters may be submitted through e-mail to msuopinion@gmail.com or sent to The Montclarion - Attn; Opinion Page Editor,
Montclair State University, 113 Student Center Annex, Montclair, NJ 07043.

“1) For shuttle
buses to come
every 10 minutes
as promised.
2) Free paninis
to all in Café Diem. Don’t choke! That is
all.” '
Question o f the Week opinions are views
expressed by the students o f M m tc lm Sj
University, and a te net necessarily the vie
o f The Montclarion.'

®omitsi
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(March 20 - Aprii 191
E-arly this week, a dose friend may reveal an
important deadline ir ofler a rare social ulti
matum Planned celebrations, «im m ite«« tu
pallia evinti- orlìnaiu-iiil pari input urn inaybta kc> -mi! iv i». teiiMiiri

C ro s s w o rd
ACROSS
1 Fam ily ride
4 C a m p beds
8 Respectful
d eferen ce
14 Anger
15 Vicinity
16 Hum iliated
1.7 X enon or neon
18 V ie w as
19 Persons in
charge
2 0 Aid a criminal
2 2 Hits the books
2 4 Stirs to ang er
2 6 Qualifying races
2 7 Post-graduate
pursuit
3 0 Bacteria causing
food poisoning
3 2 Young kangaroo
3 3 G ood points
3 4 Gasohol
ingredient
3 6 T ak e n without
permission
3 9 C om m on
antiseptic
4 0 R om an com edy
writer
4 2 Fragrant bloom
4 3 T im e periods
4 4 Basics
4 9 T a k e first place
5 0 Sw ings of the
bat
51 L eather band
5$ Search ed high
and low
5 4 O scar-w inner
Thom pson
5 5 M ilw au kee b eer
5 8 Aphrodite’s boy
6 0 “P e t e r __ ”
61 M ore or less
6 2 Eternally
6 3 Irritate
6 4 Stovetops
6 5 G uad alajara
m oney
6 6 Attem pt

«R T a u r u s &
(Aprii 2 0 -M ay 20)
Homi- rules social aurei munti- ano cl.nW itulvs
now rimi -li be improved Over thè nevi fi-w
il.iyi- riusi: friends or rela ìvrs rr,.u net pi ovule
sufficient assistance or support. Group negotia
tions and a candid discussion of time1schedules
will hi lidpfid. inala sure loved onu- appriel
ateri joui rosincian» emotional houndur»-®
and nhmt-tcrm cetpectaLionn

M G e m in i M
(May 21 - June 20)
• lvcr thi nv\1 11 dav>, public events nuv he
«ratteied or easily disrupted. TAc none ol u
personalty At present, both loved ones and
dose fr'runs .iri, Li'i'iki’lv in understand the
full implication). of then i-iunmtuiti. or artiouHeiure ¡¡ext week, expect iate cancellations
and minor power struggles.

|p * A little

HI C ancer Hi
(June 21 - July 21)

Ht-fiwr nnd-wiek a long-1 « m friend inav
require private and controversial advice. Areas
V ciincrr'i are irldiiMve oeliaviois ■molinri.i!
triangles and unproductive relationships.
« L e o

JuK 22

4t

August 21

Coirrjitex workplace alliances and new team
assignments will this week offer a rare view of
private opinions. Someone close may no longer
trust the judgment of experienced colleagues
m insiiajiir- I’rohe foi ui i mi foci.- m million
social information: yesterday’s fauwness history
r.i.iv -i'll':: urov-i- uiu-'pi-iiidlv n vi.ilmu

Production A ssistants

Wanted!
Contact AJ@

DOW N
1 C u ban export
2 Saudi
3 D eal in used
goods
4 Scoundrel
5 R aw minerals

M SU Production@ G m ail

3Ê V irg o M
(August 22 - September 211 | |
A p.i-*t aciiuaiiilanci- may -»non a>k for renewed
trust or ,i - 1-1011(1 ch-ifice Ycsrerdav» disap
po rlnifi'.ts may have ii.-i-n more deeplv fell
than am cpmed after Tui-.-ifoy. wo ill for old
friends to offer fingering memories or surplis
ing descriptions of past events. Go slow
wait for clear signs of progress.

www.themontclarion.org

6 G row s choppers
7 Playwright
Beckett
8 Residence
9 Hautboys
10 Large
unspecified
num ber
11 Nincom poop
12
-whiz!
13 Begley and
M ee s e
21 P laces of
worship
2 3 Valley
2 5 Philosopher
Kierkegaard
2 7 Actress .
Anderson
2 8 Long period
2 9 N oah of “E .R .”
31 Invented
phrases
3 2 G reen gem
3 5 Em cees
3 6 Fricassee
3 7 H atcher or G arr
3 8 Algerian city
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A q u a riu s -fh
(January 20 - February 17)

Career and financial decisions are best avoid
ed over tbe next few days. Although financial
luck is high, loved ones may miscalculate long
term ni i da or paviiH-ni schedules rhoroughly
reseijnil .um fiii.i i/t- all docur-eni? lx-lbre
accepting new risk

lilM E llS iH H I I B

iFehruarv IS - March 19.1
Before mid-week, romantic partners or older
relaiivea m::v hi- li-mperamt-nla1. m iiistru>r.lul of aiu-.li) lnvits:irnii Atl.-i Mowlisy. «-spem
complex ioci,!1Iriunrii-f id hi- p u b 1ids debated
ci in rineili lU-ui special i-venis I-nwiiMial
outburst .-ire mu-n-i but short lived, remain
optnmstii' but h .u c I j im minor initicaiums of
■ingerin.» doubt

50
52
53
55
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57
59

Setting
G ard en pest
F em ale rabbits
Besmirch
W riter Levin
Actor C h an e y
Sign of a hit
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(November 22 - pecember 20)

(December 21 - January 19)
Woikphue lii-Kiiuaji-np may in- i-.n-ily der.-uli-il
over the next six days. After Tuesday, older
colleagues will not accept revised team infor
mation, new assignments or creative business
mei hods

J aco b ’s twin. *
Reticence
“Silkw ood” star
Axilla
Actress Hedy
M cFarland of
“O ur G a n g ”

*]hiS )$ fclW t I

^ S c o r p io M

Love afla:*r jnd Mil)Je flirtation- may this
week demand ’public acknowledgement. Over
the next few day®, a recently shy or withdrawn
friend’ may actively sêek group approval or
acceptance.
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Septemboi 22 October ¿2
Family g.’.lhoring.- will require ii.er.al plan
ning over the next 11 days. Cancellations,
revised schedules or minor disagreements may
be probkmatu Don’t he dissuaded at present,
lined OT.i-s may ruvd extra turn: Hi realise Un
importance of home‘commitments and long
term relationships.

(October 23 - November 21'
Homantic and social intrigue are now on the
rise. Before Thursday, expect new friends or
work males to inspire unexpected romantic
triangles. Private flirtations will be quickly
noiiceil or rxpo-i-tl. avoid hold nlTi'ctwiin. exces
sive humor or public disclosures id' delicate
information.
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Child Care Wanted
Summer care for tw o girls, 8 and 4.

Résum és
Nervous about applying fo r th at

(They're adorable.) Weekdays after

com petitive position?

camp from end of June. Some later

Then let Ace Résumés w rite your

evenings and infrequent weekend

resume. Our powerful résumés w ill

evenings from early June. References

get you a job interview ...

and license required. Within walking

Guaranteed!

distance of campus.

Call today fo r a free consultation,

Call: (646) 541-1128.

Models Needed

(973) 454-5552. Special rates fo r the
graduating class!

More Info.

Professional M ontclair artist is look
ing fem ales to model fo r life draw 

For inform ation on placing your

ing sessions. $15 per hr.

ow n ad, consult the third page or

(973) 509-2990 or

call Kevin Schwoebel

d_vallejo@comcast.net.

at (973) 655-5237

March 29, 2007

Part Time Warehouse Help Wayne
Flexible days & hours.
Work around your school
schedule.
$8.25 per hour. Send resume to
j schmitt @retaillogisticsllc.com
or fax to
973-628-8204

HelpWante
Sitters Wanted. Average $10 per

LIFEGUARDS W ANTED!

hour. Baby-sitting, house-sitting and
pet-sitting. Register free fo r jobs

We W ant You!

near campus or hpme and start earn
ing extra cash now!
www.student-sitters.com

C an You Draw?
A re You Funny?
Do You Look Funny?

Certified or We Will Train
Openings throughout New Jersey
We probably have an opening
in your hometown.

Dell campus reps needed. Promote a
to p 30 company to gain real-world
business & m arketing experience!
www.RepNation.com/Dell to apply.

T hen Do I H ave A P lace
For You!

908 684-1080
-

O r Apply Online at:
www.clearbluepoolmanagement.com

C ontact A J @
MSUProduction@Gmail.com

C lear Blue Pool M anagem ent
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SPORTS

A C lo s e Lo o k a t th e 2 0 0 7 M LB S e a s o n
A L o o k a t W h ic h T e a m s W ill b e in* W h ic h W ill b e o u t a n d W h ic h S u rp rise T e a m W ill b e T a k in g it A ll in O c to b e r
Bryan W oodw ard
S ta ff W riter

The sun is shining, the birds are begin
ning to chirp and the weather is warming up,
sort of. We all know that signifies the begin
ning of the Major League Baseball season is
right around the corner. One thing we can
be sure of is that Major League front offices
went out of their way this off-season to spend
billions of dollars to hopefully fulfill the
dream of bringing that World Series trophy
to their team and town.
After all ofthe signings this off-season, the
upcoming season is shaping up to be a very
interesting season of baseball. Following is
an outlook on, each team’s chances on making
the World Series dream come true.
There are plenty of storylines heading
into the season, and most notably is the ste
roid issue that seems to be haunting Major
League Baseball. There are new reports, it
seems like monthly, involving more and more
players.
These reports accuse players of offenses
from purchasing to using and everything in
between. None of these reports have con
firmed proof or evidence of these players ever
using them, but yet all these players’ imag
es get tarnished because their names are
brought up in the conversation with steroids.
Sure, some of the players we hear about
may look like they have taken performanceenhancing supplements, but what ever hap
pened to innocent until proven guilty?
With that being said, the 2007 Major
League Baseball season is likely to witness
the game’s most coveted record broken. San
Francisco slugger Barry Bonds is just 21

home runs shy of breaking home run king
Hank Aaron’s all-time record of 755 long
balls. Bonds, at 42, says he is in the best
shape he has been in over the past three
years. He has had multiple surgeries on
his back and knees. Bonds has not ruled
out playing beyond 2007 but it is highly
unlikely.
In other news around the MLB, there
were some significant free-agent signings

and, barring the health of oft-injured pitch
ers Kerry Wood and Mark Prior, the Cubs
are looking at a possible National League
Central crown.
After a mid-season trade sent outfielder
Carlos Lee from the Milwaukee Brewers to
the Texas Rangers, Lee decided enough was
enough, and he needed to find long-term
security and signed a six-year $100 million
contract with the Houston Astros. Free

Predictions:

NL East- Philadelphia Phillies (99-63)
NL Central- Chicago Cubs (91-71)
NL West- San Diego Padres (85-77)
NL Wildcard- St. Louis Cardinals (90-72)
AL East- New York Yankees (103-59)
AL Central- Cleveland Indians (97-.65)
AL West- Los Angeles Angels (100-62)
AL Wildcard- Minnesota Twins (93-69)
NL MVP- Albert Pujols (St. Louis)
NL CY YOUNG- Jake Peavy (San Diego)
NL ROY- Ryan Braun (Milwaukee)
AL MVP- Vladimir Guerrero (Los Angeles)
AL CY YOUNG- Johan Santana (Minnesota)
AL ROY- Brandon Wood (Los Angeles)
N L D ivisional Series (Best-of-Five)

Philadelphia over St. Louis 3-1
Chicago over San Diego 3-2
AL D ivi ninnai Series (Best-of-Five)

this off-season, most notably second baseman-turned-outfielder Alfonso Soriano mov
ing on from Washington to the Chicago Cubs.
The Cubs went through a complete overhaul
this off-season, bringing in a handful of
highly sought after free-agents.
In addition to Soriano, the Cubs signed
Mark DeRosa, Jason Marquis, T ed' Lilly
and Cliff Floyd. The Cubs have not seen the
World Series since 1945 and have not won
since 1908. General Manager Jim Hendry
decided that he wants to put an end to that
now. Therefore, he made the moves he did

agent starting pitcher Barry Zito struck it
big with the San Francisco Giants, signing a
seven-year $126 million contract. Zito will be
joining Matt Cain and Noah Lowry in a very
promising rotation in the Bay Area.
With the beginning of the season in just
three days, the season is shaping up to be a
very competitive year.
There doesn’t appear to be a superior
team in the game, and anyone can beat
anyone on any given day. With that said,
here are my predictions for the 2007 Major
League Baseball season:

Minnesota over New York 3-2
Cleveland over Los Angeles 3-2

Philadelphia over Chicago 4-2
AL Championship Series (Best-of-Seven)

Cleveland over Minnesota 4-3
World Series (Best-of-Seven)

Philadelphia over Cleveland 4-2
World Series MVP- Jimmy Rollins

Ban Fighting in NHL? Not a Chance!
W hy Fighting is an Im portant Part of Hockey, and Why the N H L Should N ot Ban it
N ik Protasenia
S ta ff W riter

Last week during the Rangers-Flyers game
where Colton Orr knocked out Todd Fedoruk
in a clean fight, many people watched in
anticipation to see if Fedoruk would get off
the ice on his own. Fedoruk had to be car
ried off the ice on a stretcher and spent the
night in the hospital while the game went on.
The following day, NHL disciplinarian Colin
Campbell decided that it was time to haye a
meeting about fighting and its future in the
NHL in light of recent on-ice violence. What
really needs to be established here is that
there is a clear difference between fighting
in the NHL and the other brutal, malicious
acts of violence that have been happening in
recent years.
The role of an enforcer in hockey has been
around for the past generation or two. Each
team has at least one guy on their team that
is designated to scrap with other guys from
other teams. In a sport like hockey, where
each player is armed with a stick that can
be used as a weapon, things can often get
out of hand with high sticks and other cheap
shots. The enforcer’s job is to make sure that
things like that don’t get out of hand and no
one on their team gets hurt. Basically, if you
are going to get out of line, the enforcer will
make sure that you pay the price by beating
it out of you or your team’s enforcer in a clas
sic bare-fisted fight.
It is really a personal choice to be an
enforcer in the game at the professional level.
Fedoruk himself admits that he does what he
does based on his own choice, and that Colton
Orr was just doing his job by challenging

him to a fight in last week’s game; In their Oilers’ dynasty wasn’t all flash and dash. In of late in the league. Chris Simon, Cam
previous meeting, Fedoruk put a hard hit addition, earlier this year, the Penguins felt Janssen, Jordin Tootoo and Ray Emery have
on Rangers’ star player, Jaromir Jagr, and they needed to protect Sidney Crosby and all received suspensions in a one-month span
because of stick-swinging and cheap shot
acts. Hockey, by its nature, is a physical and
rough sport, and injuries are bound to hap
pen. When one guy decides to slash another
guy in the face, however, that is one injury
that could have been avoided. Apparently,
the lengthy 10-, 15- or 20-game suspensions
aren’t working, so that is something that
Colin Campbell might want to think about
at his next meeting.
As for Fedoruk, he spent one night in the
hospital and was feeling fine the next day.
When he was asked about what the league
should do with fighting, he said that- they
should not eradicate it, but maybe the play
ers should wear padded gloves around their
knuckles like they do in the UFC to lessen
blows. Well, that’s just great! Pretty soon the
players will be skating on an octagon-shaped
rink where players can use choke holds and
figure-four leg locks. Hey, if you’re going to
copy UFC, you might as well go all the way.
courtesy of binghamtonhockey.com
Hockey needs to keep fighting in the game
Derek Boogard (#24) of the Minnesota Wild and Brian McGrattan (#16) of the Ottawa
because it is an honest way of settling dis
Senators exchange blows during a classic hockey fight. Commisioner Gary Bettman said
fighting in the NHL is "part of the game,” but some people hope to ban it.
putes in a dangerous sport. No oné likes
seeing people get hurt, even in a fair fight.
Orr was just doing his job to make sure that Evgeni Malkin from getting roughed up. At The odds that, someone gets hurt in a fight
Fedoruk would think twice before he was to the trade deadline, they went out and got are rare,, but when it happens, it makes the
Georges Laraque, the reigning league heavy game look bad. Hockey already has enough
do something like that again.
Those brave few that decide to take up weight. Since he has been with the Penguins, bad publicity, but if thè cheap shots that
the enforcer role are a well-respected and Laraque has been in just one fight. It is just endanger players’ fives continue, then we can
beloved figure for all teams. When Wayne his implied threat that keeps opposing play expect more bad press. Enforcers are in the
game to prevent the cheap shots from hap
Gretzky was breaking scoring records with ers away from Crosby and Malkin.
What the league should really be focus pening. As for those critics that condemn a
the Oilers in the 1980s, he had pugilist Dave
Semenko to watch his back and prevent ing on in its meeting is the brutal, gratu sport that they don’t care for or know nothing
opposing players from running him. The itous violence that just has been happening about, I say watch something else.
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SPORTS

JOHN SCHIAVONE
M idfield
Schiavone scored th e gam e-w in n in g goal
in MSU's 13-12 overtim e w in against Rich
ardiSitockton on Saturday.

How many perfect games have been thrown in MSU softball
history?
__________ LAST EDITION’S QUESTION________________

Who holds the record for most goals
in a single Red Hawk men's lacrosse season?
ANSWER TO LAST EDITION’S QUESTION

In 2006, Bryan Klimchak scored 64 goals.
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This W e e k
Sun. @ F a rm in g d a le S ta te , 1 p .m :
W e d . _vs. M t. S a in t V in c e n t, 4 :3 0 p .m .

Last W eek's Results t
3 /2 4 - M SU 13, R ich ard S to c k to n 12

T his W e e k
S at. vs. C e n te n a ry , 1 p .m .
Sun. vs. L ycom in g , 1 p .m .

This W e e k
S at. @ R o w an (D H ), 12 p .m .
Tues. vs. E astern C o n n ., 4 p .m .

This W e e k
S at. @ R ich ard S to c k to n , 1 p .m .
Tues. vs. R u tg e rs -N e w a rk , 3 p .m .

Last W eek's Results
3 /2 4 - M S U 15, R o w a n 12
3 /1 5 - M S U 12, F D U -F lo rh a m 11

Last W eek's Results
3 /2 4 - M SU 1, C o rtla n d 5
3 /1 7 - M S U 0, R ensselaer 1

Last W eek's Results
3 / 2 8 - M S U 12, John JayO
3 / 2 8 - M S U 11, John JayO
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Softball (13-2) '

www.themontclarion.org
Women's Lacrosse (4-1)

Perfect Day for McCrea
Carolyn McCrea Throws Perfect Game for MSU, Softball Sweeps John Jay in Doubleheader 12-0, 11-0
Megan Tantum, who both drove in three
runs each.
In game one, shortstop Jennifer Jimenez
and Livesey combined to drive in the first
three runs of the game. Jimenez would drive
in her third run of the game with an RBI

Then, it was Tantum’s turn to break the
game open with a 2 RBI triple. The Red
Hawks scored 8 in thé fourth inning and
The Lady Red Hawks increased their
grew their lead to 12-0. McCrea struck out
winning streak to nine with a doublehead
the final two batters in the fifth to clinch
er sweep of the John Jay Bloodhounds on
finish off the perfect game.
Tuesday. What made this game so special
Game two was more of the same for the
was the dominance that Montclair showed
Red Hawks. Montclair absolutely exploded
in this game.
in the first with 10 runs. Fifteen batters
came to bat in the inning, which only ended
In the two victories, Montclair State (132) outscored John Jay (1-5) 23-0. In fact,
because of a base running mishap. The 11
runs scored in the entire game came off the
John Jay only managed one hit in the two
bats of seven different Red Hawks. In fact,
games. In the first game, junior ace pitcher
there was nearly a perfect game in this one
Carolyn McCrea pitched the sixth perfect
as well.
game in MSU softball history. The junior
struck out nine of the 15 batters faced in the
A two-out single in the second inning was
the only mistake by senior Dana Wamock,
game, including the first four in the game, to
accomplish the feat in just five, innings.
who pitched three innings, giving up just
that one hit.
McCrea puts herself on a very elite list,
Freshman reliever Elia Persico came in
which is a sign of good things to come from
and pitched the last two innings with no hits
her. The previous five pitchers to pitch a per
and only one walk. John Jay ended their day
fect game are all among the top 10 all-time
with no runs, one hit and only two base run
in either ERA or career wins.
ners.
Both games went just the minimum five
Montclair is now ready to take their
innings, because of the “mercy rule,” o r
chances in the competitive NJAC when they
the 10-run lead by the Red Hawks in both
open their conference schedule on Saturday
games.courtesy of Sports Information
at Richard Stockton.
Carolyn McCrea threw a perfect game
The Lady Hawks did not waste any time,
against John Jay on Tuesday after
The Red Hawks will have their. New
scoring in the first inning in both games.
noon.
Jersey Athletic Conference home opener on
Runs were driven in by nine different play
Tuesday, against Rutgers-Newark. Montclair
ers in the two games combined, led by fresh
groundout in the second inning.
State holds first place in the NJAC due to
man first baseman Amanda Livesey.
Livesey would have two more RBIs in the their 13-2 overall record. However, no confer
Also greatly contributing was freshman
ence games have been played yet.
utility player Kelly Nance and senior catcher fourth With a one-out double.
R obert A itken

A ssistant Sports Editor

Softball Perfect
Games
Carolyn McCrea
3/27/07 vs. John Jay
Athanasia Totaro
4/20/06 vs. Baruch
Crystal Sweeney
3/30/04 vs. NJCU
Lois Fyfe
4/24/90 vs. Rutgers-Camden
Jackie Vitiello
4/3/87 vs. Ithaca
Dina DiAquino
4/9/87 vs. Ramapo

Next Home Games
Tues. vs. Rutgers-Newark, 3 p.m.
Wed. vs. Hunter, 3 p.m.
Sat. vs. R utgers-C am den, 1 p.m.

Men’s Lacrosse P icks up Second Straight
Meixner Scores Four Goals, Bonner Picks up Two as Red Hawks Down N.Y. Maritime 11-6
Bobby M elok >
Sports Editor

Montclair State went into Wednesday
night’s game against N.Y. Maritime’s
Privateers looking to even out their record,
as well as move up in the Skyline Conference
standings.
Thanks in part to four goals and two
assists from sophomore attack Tyler Meixner,
the Red Hawks came out on top 11-6, bring
ing their overall record to 3-3. With the win,
the Red Hawks improved their record in the
Skyline Conference to 2-1, which gives them
sole possession of fourth place.
Meixner started off the scoring for the
Red Hawks with a goal six minutes into
the first period off of an assist from senior
Evan Wehmeyer. Taylor Bonner added a
goal three minutes later, which was followed
up by Meixner’s second goal just 54 seconds
after, giving MSU a 3-0 lead.
Maritime scored two unanswered goals
to shorten the Red Hawks’ lead to one goal.
Wehmeyer scored in the closing minutes of
the first period to put MSU back ahead by
two goals.

In the second period, Maritime’s . John Junior Bryan Klimchak scored his second
Orr was called for a cross-checking penalty, goal of the game with five minutes left to
go. Meixner added his
leaving the Privateers
fourth and final goal of
short-handed for a
the game shortly after.
minute.
Tyler Meixner
. Red Hawk goalie
Meixner took advan
Four Goals, Two Assists
Thomas Bowers saved
tage of Maritime’s
four shots in the fourth
handicap, scoring his
Bryan Klimchak
period and stopped 12
third goal of the game.
Two Goals, One Assist
total as MSU sealed up
A-J. Bachman put one
an 11-6 home victory.
more in the net to give
A.J. Bachman
The .Red Hawks hold
Montclair State a 6Two Goals
fourth place going into
2 lead going in to the
a four-game stretch
half.
Taylor Bonner
against conference oppo
The Red Hawks’
Two Goals
nents.
defense slipped a little
They
head
to
in the second half. The
Evan Wehmeyer
Farm ingdale
State
Privateers scored four
One
Goal, Two Assists
to face the Rams on
goals to MSU’s one.
Sunday. They return
Maritime headed into
Thomas Bowers
home to host Mt. Saint
the fourth period by
12 Saves
Vincent on Wednesday
two goals, 8-6.
courtesy of Sports Information
and Manhattanville on
The Montclair State
Tyler Meixner picked up four goals
Saturday. They go to
.offense picked up the and two assists in MSU's 11-6 win
N ext Home G a m es
Hackettstown to play
pace in the fourth. over N.Y. Maritime
Centenary one week
Bonner opened up
Wed. vs. Mt. Saint Vincent, 4:30 p.m
scoring with his second goal of the game. from Wednesday, on April 11 at 4 p.m.
Sat. vs. Manhattanville, 1 p.m.

Top Scorers vs.
N.Y. Maritime

Visit www.montclair.edu/athletics.html for more information
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